The theory and history of management

Georgiev R. External financial disbalances as the factor of crisis of global economy

The author’s methodological approach to regulation of disproportions between dynamics of real and financial sector of national economy is justified. By the example of Bulgaria the new risks of macroeconomic regulation arising in conditions of global financial crisis are considered. Directions of work on improvement of a macroeconomic situation in country are offered.

Popov Yu. Competitiveness as a socio-economic category: new reference points of management

The theoretical analysis of a category «competitive ability» is conducted, its advantages as the purposes of development of business are justified in comparison with a category “profit”. Methodological approaches to audit of competitive ability of the enterprise, including with allowance for its social aspects are considered.

State and municipal managements

Olejnikova I., Sergienko N. Budget controlling mechanisms by results in the system of priorities of development of public sector of economy at a local level

Preconditions of expansion of scales of public sector in economy of Russia are stated. On a basis of typology of public goods the institutional structure of public sector is considered. It is shown, that development of the theory of management in public sector regarding its state structures is connected to expansion of practice of application of technologies of budgeting of the public finance. Problems of introduction of service model of the budgeting focused on result are characterized.

Siburina T. Mechanism of state-private partnership: the Russian and foreign experience, features of application in social sphere

Foreign and domestic experience of application of state-private partnership is considered at realization of strategic and social projects. Criteria of identification of mechanisms of state-private partnership are stated. Defects of the Russian practice of such partnership are shown, conditions of efficiency of their application are formulated.

Oreshin V., Omelchenko M. To the concept of regional development

Necessity of development of system of the documents determining conceptual bases of territorial development of a national economy is justified, purpose of these documents is determined. Problems of management by regional development in the Russian Federation are formulated, experience of foreign countries is shown in the field of regional management. Directions of development and introduction of a new management system of territorial development of a national economy are determined.

Sectoral management

Rogova T., Shaklein S. Risks of the Russian companies acting in sphere of bowels use

The basic specific risks for the Russian corporations working in sphere of bowels use are indicated. Concrete examples of consequences of risks in coal branch are given. Ways of reduction of a level of the risks connected, first of all, with incompleteness and poor quality of information supplement of the branch companies are shown.

Sharova E. Estimation of efficiency of enterprise associations as an element of management of integration of the fishing companies.

Main principles of perfection of an organization structure of a fishing complex on the basis of foundation of large integrated business groups are stated. Advantages of such integrated structures, possible interrelations of functions of branch and corporate
management are shown. The basic stages of creation of fishing corporations are considered.

*Lunkin A. College education: experience of creation of the innovational environment and a way of perfection of management*

By the example of metropolitan college ways of increase of innovational character of educational activity are shown. The complex characteristic of the basic problems and problems of perfection of educational management in colleges, including use of the best practice of the European countries is given. The important role of activization of integration processes in education and introductions of rational management systems of professional education quality is underlined.

**Corporate management**

*Vinslav Yu., Pekhterev V. Mechanism of development and realizations of complex system of the strategic analysis and management of competitiveness of corporation*

The author’s methodological approach to management of competitiveness of the company is stated. Classification of major factors of competitiveness of the industrial enterprise is offered. Recommendations on development of competitive strategy of development of the company, and also formation of economic mechanisms of its realization are justified.

**Investment management**

*Kasatov A. Methodological features of formation of strategy and programs of investment activity in the integrated corporations*

The role of investment strategy in the system of strategic corporate management are determined. Recommendations on development of investment programs of development of the industrial integrated structures are given. Offers are formulated according to an economic efficiency of corporate investment projects and programs.

**Scientific messages (forum)**

*Bobyrev V. Shadow business: external economic aspect*

The characteristic of processes of a conclusion of the Russian capital abroad in conditions of financial crisis is given. The basic circuits of withdrawal of capitals abroad are considered. Conclusions about aggravation of a situation with economic criminality, about necessity of increase of investment activity of business on a domestic home market are made.

*Chitipakhoyyan P. State contract as the tool of the decision of strategic problems of industrial development*

Increase of a role of a state contract in conditions of destabilization of foreign markets and global financial crisis is justified. The complex characteristic of system of state defensive orders as modern economic toolkit of solving the problems of modernization of industrial development is given.

**Statistics, the facts, comments**

*Results of development of economy of Russia in 2009*

Preliminary results of development of the basic sectors of economy of Russia in 2009 are submitted. Aggravation of an external economic conjuncture, increase in volumes of outflow of the capital abroad and, as consequence, significant reduction of investment activity is marked. Constructions and a turn-over of retail trade, increase of intensity on a labour market, the accelerated growth rates of unemployment and decrease of industrial outputs are marked.
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